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 2010 MTecknology, hmm, also it is true that with that broadcom its not always on the side where you connect the usb cable, but no matter defrysk: hmph - I'll have to figure out how to get to it... :D MTecknology, if you mean the bios you can jump to it with F1 i have a dell inspiron e1505 with broadcom wireless you don't have to load the broadcom b43 driver. it just activates it defrysk: I really have
no idea why it's not detecting it... if I could see what was going on in the logs that would be nice skatman, is it a new install or a reformat? it's been running for a year now MTecknology, MTecknology, you might get some ideas about what to try skatman: I've had this problem a number of times, but it always goes away if I remember to update the firmware... and I have a hard time remembering to do
that skatman, did you check in hardware drivers if the broadcom b43 driver is activated? defrysk: not a bunch of people are reporting the same problem... MTecknology, i know, still interesting to have a look at it defrysk: Yeah, I've seen similar stuff in my logs before and I just can't remember what I did to make it happen :P skatman, if not activated and/or the firmware updated the wifi might not be

on : use sudo lshw -C Network | grep driver to see if its listed as driver=b43 let me get this right i 82157476af
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